
SSC Preparation Test-2020 
Grammar and Writing Test 

Time- 1.30 hour.           Mark- 55 
 

9. Add tag question to the statements below:       15=5 
a) I am Rajib, a boy of class-10, ......................? 
b) I am reading in science group, I aim to be a doctor, .................? 
c) But my parents want that I shall be an army officer, ....................? 
d) I have to work hard for whatever I want to be, Because success in life depends on hard 

work, ....................? 
e) My parents always advise me to work hard, .....................? 

 
10. Complete the following passage, using suitable connectors in the blanks:  15=5 

Summer noon is very painful and disgusting. (a) ______ the sun shines hotly over head 
life becomes miserable. The suffering of the people knows no bounds (b) _______ the 
electricity goes off. (c) _______ the people use hand fans to fan themselves. Children can 
neither sleep (d) ______ read. They feel out of sorts. (e) _____ the poor suffer most. They 
work outside in the burning sun. 
 

11. Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in the following text:  5 
is there anybody here who has ever crossed a river by a boat i have teacher i clearly 
remember what happened in that journey said Jamal. 
 

12. Suppose you are Azim/Nuzhat. Your home district is Satkhira. You have recently  
completed your M.A in English from Rajshahi University. You have found a job 
advertisement in The Daily Star that Nur High School is looking for a young and 
energetic English teacher. You have decided to take up teaching as profession. Now, 
write a CV with a cover letter for the post. Your CV should not exceed one page. 8 

 
13. Suppose, you are Labib/Labiba. You read in Khulna Zilla School, Khulna. Your school  

has a beautiful common room but it lacks modern facilities. Now, write an application to 
your Head Teacher for increasing common room facilities.     10 

 
14. Write a paragraph in 250 words “A Winter Morning”.      10 
  
15. Write a composition on “Your Future Plan in Life”.      12 


